
PLASTIC CEMENT 
ULTRA
MASTIC

A superior plastic cement developed specifically for professional roofers. With a high concentration of bitumen, it seals 
roof elements such as flashing, vents or upstands and is use to repair various joints, holes and cracks, built-up roofing, etc.

• Application on all surfaces with optimum bonding
• Excellent resistance to temperature variations
• Use without primer

PACKAGING
Code Containers Quantity per Pallet

53017 300 ml (10 oz) 1200

53019 4 kg (2.2 lb) 120

53023 13.6 kg (30 lb) 48

53022 20 kg (44 lb) 36

PROPERTIES

Properties PLASTIC CEMENT ULTRA

Color Black

Solids by Weight 86%

Flow None at these temperatures
All values are nominal)

PRODUCT PURPOSE

Application Waterproofing complement

Building Part Roofing Foundations

Walls Other

Substrates Wood Asphalt shingles

Concrete Metal

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

Installation Method Extruder Trowel

Operating Temperature -40 °C to 80 °C (-40 °F to 176 °F)



PLASTIC CEMENT  
ULTRA
INSTALLATION

Storage Two years in its original closed packaging, in a cool, well-ventilated area. Store in a cool, dry place up to 40 ° C 
(104 ° F). The product can withstand freezing.

Minimum Application  
Temperature

0 °C (32 °F)

Tools Required Extruder Trowel

Surface Preparation The substrate must be clean and free of dust, grease or other contaminants.

Installation Apply with a trowel or an extruder.

Drying time Between 4 and 24 hours, depending on ambient temperature and the amount applied.

Recommendations/ 
Limitations

Do not apply strips greater than 1 cm (1/2 in) in width. It is not recommended to use a product containing 
bitumen directly on softwood boards or on flexible polyvinyl chloride.

Warnings Keep out of the reach of children. Properly close the container after each use. Keep out of the sun and away 
from ignition sources. During use, keep away from ignition sources. No smoking. After application, keep away 
from flames until solvent has evaporated. Do not pour residues in drains.
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